
Reincarnation of Rembrandt’s Lead White?
Until the Industrial Revolution lead whites were made roughly in the same way, suspending lead over vinegar 
in a container and then burying it under horse dung. Yes that’s right, it is not a typo! The chemistry that takes 
place is well understood and quite simple in broad terms. This is a method traced back well before the time of 
Christ. The Dutch literally scaled up this process and built huge stacks of vinegar, lead and horse dung filled 
containers, which to this day is still referred to as the ‘old Dutch stack process’. 
I have been researching Rembrandt’s lead whites and the old Dutch stack process for many years. How 
does it vary from other man made lead whites? In a word – consistency.
With industrially made pigments every particle tends to be uniform, every bit of colour is deliberately 
made to be consistent. In our modern world we are “trained” to want bright white things; paper, bleached 
loaves of bread, white chicken meat, the list goes on. Consistency matters in the modern world. For 
example, imagine the frustration if wall papering a wall to find the colour varied from one roll of paper to 
the next. How many bright white acrylic primed canvases can you see in the art stores around the world? 
For me this is crazy - not only is bright white completely unnecessary, it is difficult to paint upon because 
of the extreme contrast. Most experienced artists start by obliterating this crisp white surface to a more 
neutral sympathetic hue as a first step.
Many artists of the pre-industrial age appear to have been able to throw wonderful passages of white light as if it magically flowed from the 
brush. An example is the wonderful painting of ‘woman bathing’ in London’s National gallery. (see photo)
So what makes Rembrandt’s whites so different? Without uniformity and mass production, every conglomeration of pigment particles is unique 
on a nano scale. They also had a unique texture – almost a goopy, syrupy quality. Making stack lead white has been a 25-year mission for me. 

Many art historians have noticed there is something in the nature of the Old Masters oil paints – 
particularly in whites – which cannot be replicated with today’s paints.

For me to be able to recreate the 
actual white pigment that would  
have been familiar to Rembrandt  
and masters of this pre-industrial 
process became something of a  

hunt for the Holy Grail. 

The natural 
evolution and 

process in itself I 
find beautiful!

I start by gathering the freshest horse poop. Steaming manure is 
best since it is the most biologically active. However horse dung 
mixed with straw, like you often find near stables where someone 
has recently mucked the stalls, is also good. Straw is a good addition 
because it helps aerate the mixture. I then take strips of 
roofing lead cut it to strips, 6 inches by 24, and roll it 
in a spiral and then place this in a small clay container 
over a small amount of vinegar settled at the bottom. The 
pots are then buried in the horse dung. After a number 

of weeks magically nature runs 
its course producing the most 
beautiful white flakes resembling something 
more along the lines of the paper one finds in 
a wasp nest or something made by an insect. 
This whole process takes approximately 
eight weeks depending on time of year and 
other weather variables. 

Once the pigment is washed of impurities, ground by hand with 
pestle and mort, and mixed with linseed oil it is soft and subtle. 
The colour is that of a soft, gentle, non-brilliant white more like the 
colour of parchment.

Compared to an industrially made lead white, the handling quality of 
our stack lead white is noticeably different. When the paint has been 
left standing, it is thick enough to support a 
pallet knife. When one takes a pallet knife and 

starts to manipulate the paint, at 
first it is very short and produces 
only abrupt wisps of paint. If you 
manipulate the stack lead white 
further, the paint starts to become 
what seasoned oil artists refer to 
as “ropier” and produces long 

dragged wisps of paint below.

This unique white has what could be described 
as momentary “flow”. Scientifically referred to 
as “thixotropic”, it is a material that becomes 
more fluid when agitated or stirred. 

Available in limited output due to the labor intense creation process, 
I am very proud of my stack lead white as it is what I envision 
Rembrandt to have used as his white oil paint.
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